
Chapter III 

YA~~_!'I'HICS ~A PHENO~NOLOGICAL CRITIQ,Q! 

Section-A 
.--....- 3me 

Though our aim in the present project is to develop an 

understanding of values from the phenomenological point of view, 

it would be quite unthoughtful if we do not take into account 

the power and pervasive influence that Kant's treatment of 

ethical values has exercised over the centuries dotvn to the 

present era. Some of the phenomenological thinkers \"Je s..hall 

undertake to study in the following Chapters have sharply 

responded to Kant•s ethical ideas. In point of fact, Max 

S c~eler, the phenomenological thinker. has repeatedly drat·m 

attention to the various aspects of Kant • s theory if only more 

often to criticise some of the points in his ot"ln 'li'Jor!~-, Formalism 

~hies and ~Jon-fonnal Ethics of Values. Nicolai Hartmann too 

has also criticised Kant• s ethics. It Nould be_ therefore. 

necessary to begin ~:dth e clear, to the extent possible., 

understanding of Kant's views on the matter which will serve 

ttvo-fold purposes as follot'is s (:a) An understanding of Kant • s 

_!o rmali.§.!!l in ethics t'llill provide the springboard for understanding 

the phenomenological treatment of values which is characterisea 

as ncontentfuln. (b) Insofar as both Scheler and Hartmann make 

extensive use of Kant•s writings on ethic~ if only in a critical 

way, an understanding of the insights of Kant would greatly be 

helpful. 
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vJe might begin by acknotiledging that nKant invented 

s new way oi understanding morality and ourselves as mor-al 

agents. The originality and profoundity of his moral philosophy 
. 1 

have long been recognised." In this Chapter, we shall but only 

dwell upon some aspects of .his moral philosophy such as '!.·JOuld 

pave. ·the way for. a. more synpathetic understanding of Hartmann 

ano s. cheJ.er,. F«:>r our limited purposes, the main sub-heads 

under 't"Jhich we propose to cE~:r:ry on our discussion here a1:e as 

follot~s. z ·(i) Kant on Good, 'irlill and practical reason. 

(ii) Formalism of Kant; (iii) Formalism and Aprioris~ 

(iv) Intellectualism of Kan:t. In tb.e _late!b part of this Chapter, 

u0 shall look at•the criticismn ~ede by Hortmenn an~ Scheler with 

regard to the earlier point~ of d.;tscus~ion. This. 'f.rJey of following 

up the matter t'l70'-lld, 'lfJe h9pe, facilitate our main objective of 

considering how Hartmann. and Scheler viewed Kant's pqsition 

·vis-a-vis their own. 
r 

(i} Kant on Good will and practical reason 

I 

Ethics, for Kant, means tihat he calls "pure ethics~ i.e. 

the ethics t-Jhich is completeiy ·cleansed of all empirical 

clements.. In his ~dwork: of the MetaE,hYsic[ of Mora.!§, he 

feels t
1the utmost necessity to irJork out for once a pure moral 

-----------=--------------------------------------------------------~ 
1 Schneet<Jind, J.:s., "Autonomy, Obligation and Virtue' 1 

An overvielfJ of Kant • s Moral Philosophy" in Guyer Paul (ed.) 
'J!qe cambridge Companion to K,!US, P• 309, Camb.ridg(t) 
University Press, 1992. 
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philosophy completely cleansed of everything that can only be 

empi.rit"..al• ~ •• ~• 1 As morality, 'for Kant,· deals 't'l7ith the latis, · 

one must admit that a law has to carry ·with it absolute 

necessity to be valid a And :such 

grounds of obligation must be looked for, not in the 
nature of man nor in the' circumstances of the world 
.in \"Jhic~ h~ is placed, b~t solely .i_or!ori in the 
concepts o :r.: pure reason. · 

Kant identifies such pure ethics whic~ deals with ~priori 

rational laws as ~hat he calls metaphysi~Q! moral§~. In other 

wo._rds, ''the pure ~cienc~ o;;f l~ws in accordance t'llith which 

ev~~thing ought to ~appen :f:.s .. ,called (by Kent) •pure ethic~• 
3 

or •the ~etaphysic. of morals" •. Thus Kant seeks to leave aside 

all consi.derations of Jl~~icul_!£ moral judg~ents, all 

propositions about, ~hat ought,to ~e or ought not to be done in 

particular c~rcumstances. He looks_ for one absolute and ~riori 

rule of. conduct 'ti1hich is the same in contexts or ci.rcumstances 

from t'17hich the particular rules for the particular contexts or 

Acting on this rule 'lriOuld make ===---

an action morally good or right. 4 Thus gooaness or rightness 

1 !<ant, I., Groundwork .of; the Metaphysic of Moral§, p.S7;; 
'I' ranslated by H.J .Jilaton, Harper torchbooks, Net" Yorl{, 1964. 

2 Ibia·. 
--=-

3 Gupta, R!.K., Towards l?U:ri£x of Moral~ p;. 4. 

Pragati Publication, Delhi, 1981. 

4 Thoughi\ it may be noted here that as against the utilitarianist 
\"3ho thinJt -in. terms of states of affairs as good or bad 
consequences, for Kant and the deontologists rightness 
assumes primaey ·over goodness since .they do no·t sp~ak of 
consequences i.e.,· good. or bad states of affairs but ·only 
of the moral worth or rightness of the action_. 
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'irJOuld be the same in all circumstances~ Hence,· Kant believes 

in the~ .n~ity. of morals ·and· rejects all. such· ethics as are · 

bo.sea on inductive experience, that· is, ·the ethics 't1hich aerives 

its principles and la~Js from experience. Thus,. 61 sternly he 

cast out fro~ the temple of.Ethics all commerce in objects of 
l desire; the useful,. the expecUent, the ·saci~lly advantageous•• • 

.t·1orality, as a human phenomenon,. is necessarily related 

to .good .§ctions and good .. ~gent§, though it is ind.irec:tly 

connected with other kinds of goodness. From the vie~vPoint of 

rnoral~ty, there are throe faCtors involved in certain aetion

~situation t~ich are morally ~ign~ficant 1 (i) the ~ which 

initiates the action, {ii) t,he intended resulj; of an action. 

and (iii) the motive ... the. su}:)j ect.ive reason for ~cting. Each 

of these factors is liable to· be either good or l::.H'~d .• 

rJhat initiates an act ion is called by Kant 06 goodt.rill n •. 

Generally, a will is closely bound up with action·• The "1ill Cloes 

not mean mere t'lish to do something. It means taking a decision 

and to act or perfo1.-m. From a psy.cbolo~ical point of view, the 

will is the action• In otll).er words, the l'Jill is the same as the 

action· fJ:Qm · ~che viet-Jpoint of t1hat: goes on in the mir1a ,of a doe~ 

during takL"'lg a decision-.. aQAnd K~nt, <;lS o matter of fact, uses 
. .~ 

the terms,. • good w:l.l1 1 and· • good act. ion • almtist disc.riminatelya. 
2 

1 Lo~ing, r,.,.£<-1•~ '!'wo Kinds of Va_!u~, p.68.· 
Routledg~Regan .Paiil, 'London,. 1966t; 

2 F.ielCI, G.C., lVl..oral Thea~ p.'19, ll1ethuen & Co.Ltd..;• 
London,. University.. J?aperback Series, 1966. 
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Le·t us now understand ·what good will is,· kooping in 

mind our present purpose. Kant defines • goiod "t1Yill' thus a 

It is impossible to conceive anything at all. in the 
worlo, or even oui; of it, \ihich can oo taken as gooa 
v-1ithout qualification, . ·eJ~cept a ,goodtJ;?ill.l 

~'Ve \tOUld proceed no~J by first 13Xplaining what is m~ant by u good 
~ 

1r1ithout qualifi«?etion11 .1... phrase,in o·ther '\i'J'ords,means "good in all 

circumstances or contexts". A thing can oo called 06 good 't':7ithout 

qualifica·i:ion11 1r.1hose goodness is not dependent on any particular 

ci rcu.ms~ance or context; its ,goodness consists 1!]. its.£.U• Thus 

.goodne~s of good ~ill consists in it§3!£• That is to say, the 

goodness of good \dll .lies .,!!!5£!nsiS1lX in itself. Acco~ing 

to. P~vio Ro.ss, Kant has of~ered twa tests of goodness tiithout 

qualification 1 

( 1) 'I'haJc which is good ·v'Jithout qualification must never. 
unite with'anything else to produce bad results; 
( 2) .it must iever unite "ttdth anything Glse "i:o constitute 
a bad whole. 

And good ~Jill and no·t anything else, according to Kant, satisfies 

t:he above tests. 

Here Kant • s point is that good Nill is ·the only thing 

which is absolutely unconditioned end its goodness remains 

1 Kant. :t., Groundt1ork of the Hetaphysics of Horal£1.; 
'2P~-£L&, p.61. 

2 Ross, D .. ., ~t • s Nora,! Theon!t p~ 10, 
Oxford UniVGrsity Pres~ 1954. 
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static without different cixeumstance~ context~ etc.. Thus 

Paton says, 

It is. good in. ~tself ~rid .not merely 1n its relation 
to something else. ·Its ,goodness is not lim.tted td 
gooClne'ss in this or in that relation; it ;.is, in short, . ' 
good l;dthout limitation or qualification or restriction. 1 

Good will is "will which is inwardly good and whose 

gooqness in no tiaY depends !-'n anything outside itself" • 
2 

Thus 

good will possesses its fl,fll. :worth in itself and that worth 

c_anno~ be determined or _increased and cannot be out'l:lleighed or 

dircmed either by consequence or by varying contexts in 'flhich it 

may be found. 

Kant is ·quite aware. that there are plenty of good 

things which are good in many respectse Among thesA kinds of 

things may be included, for example;, (i) mental abilities l;i.ke 

intel_~igence; \vit, _wisqom etc., (ii) .emotions - courage, 

determination etc~, (iii) ble·ssing of fortune - pol'ier, hono\~r, 

\vealth etc., (iv) essentials ·of happiness - health,- the good life 

etci. 

All t~ese may at most be helpfUl to good will but they 

can never b~ unqualified good like good 'to1ill--. All these are good 

when they a~ in conjunction.with a good will; othe~~ise~ they 

can nev~r b~ good without limitation in themselves:. ,Thus, the 

--------~--------------------~------ -
1 

2 

'' ' 

Paton, Ii~J ., Th~Catego_Ei~l ~.ara~!VG", p.34, 
HutchinsqJ;l & Co •. -(J.iUEitinerM :Lt .• , London. 
7th :tmpression, 1970. · · · 

William, T .c., The Concept of the Categorical Iwerativ~ p.a. 
Oxford University Pres~ 1968. 
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actual goodness of the things w~ have listed above is· 

aontextual, varies with their circumstances and conte,.-ts~ and 

therefore, t.he_y a2;e not unqualified good • 

.It would be a fundamental error for Kant to suppose 

that the goconess of good will is derived from the goodness ot 

ends it aim ot·. As Kant clarifies, 

~,.\ good \,Jill is not gooo because of v:hat it eff~cts of' 
acc;:omplishea ... because of its fitness for attaining 
soma proposed end ; it is good through its willing 
alope -that i~ good in itself.l 

An act ion Whic..ll flows frotn a good ·will is rno rally gooti regardless 

of whether it produ.ces good or bad results. Given appropriate 

condi-tion:.!!, an agent 't·Jho p~rfo:cms an action from thG good will 

-vJ.ill t1.-y his best to do. good._., But it is not all. conditioned. by 

the result that. an action produces~, For, 

It ~1ill still shine like ·a jewel for .its otm sak~, 
as something which has its full value in itself.· 

' ' . 

Good t-iill, according to Krurt, may be conceivea to act 

under human con~...9.!!§ only• AS 'tdlliams puts it, cothe possible 
~ 

c;~e.rience of a good 1tJill .which is open to human beings is that 

of a "t"Jill i:vhich acts f:rom .duty .in the fact of subjective 

inclinations and desire~ . ., • 3·· 

l I<ant, I., Groundwork of the r-istaphysig....Rf Moral~ .212Ji~Cit., p.62. 

2 Ibid •. · ---
3 Williams, T .c., ~..£9~~pt gf t~~ cat~ricaJ. I!m;l,erative, 

9r?r,Cit., P• 3. . 
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Let us now turn to Kant's notion of practical reason 

and see its relation to the good will. On Kant•s view, reason 

or rationality can be displayed in action as well as in thought. 

Reason, when it determines action is called ~ Kant practical 

reason as opposed to 11 theoretical reason" which is displayed in 

thought. 'l'he practical reason is "the reason in its practical 

(moral) use or function". 1 'l'he practical reason is concerned 

with the production of mo~al choices or decisions in accordance 

with the moral law. Reason has the influence on the will as 

the latter is producec:l by the fomer. In Kant• s words, 

···~ reason has been imparted to us a p~actical power
that i~ as one which is to have influence on the willt 
its true function must be to produce a will tihich is",gooa, 
not as a means to some further end, but in itself •• ~41. -

'l'hus reason is the guiding force o~ the will. It is the reason 

which guides our will to make our choice of something as what we 
s~~ 

ought to do or ought not to doe Kant( seems to iden~ify the 

reason with the will. He calls the latter the rational will. 

Kant attributes the initiation of action to the will and not 

to the desires as they are.not rational as such. It is the 
I ;, 

rational will which guides·ou~ choices in action. 

(ii} Formalism of Kant - -- -
Kant's theory of ethics has often been dha~acterised 

by his critics as 11 formalism" because his concept of duty and 

------------------------------------·--------·-----------mw------------1 Copleston, F., A ·History of Philosogh~ Vol..VI, 
search Press. London. 5th Impression, 1977.·. 

2 Kant, I., Groundwork of the Metaphysic o:E Morals, op.cit .. p.64. 
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its form'Q.la i.e. tl)e moral law ~s !Q%lna.!• . That ·is ,_to say, the 

concept of duty ana its laws arE;! devoid of any "m~terial11 Of: . . . . '. . . ' ·.. '' . . . . 

content. According to Kant,. in order to have moral worth of o.-w' . . . ' ' 

action, it must not be perfo.rmed from any inclination or des~re, 

nor per~ormed from conside;ation of .. what results it produces, but 
• r I , 

f~m du:!:z. Th~s is pr.ec;l._sely what ~nstitutes XSnt• s •• formalism''. 

It may be noted that 'Kant • s formalism has a background 

which can be traced ·back to ·ancient philsophy, e.g. the philosophy 

of ·Aristotle which favours the pure fo.rm and neglects the matter. 

Matter is conceived as som~hing :t,nd~:~erminate, obscure and of lower 
2 • • • • 

value. · The fotm, on the other hand, · is regarded as th_e dete'xmining 

principle, and it ·:is the fo):lll which allows something to' be 
Vqluable. ~he ~ristotolian bias against matte~ is ~ounq to .be 

there in the modem philosophy, particularly, in t)le philosophy 

of Pescarte_s and ~e!Pniz. It ~ontin~es to play a major rol.~ in 

Kant• s theory of knowledge a~ well ~$ in his moral philo_sophy •. 

The seeds of Kant's formalism· may be found,· if has been 

pointed out, in Kant• s first two p:ropositions of duty. 

(i) A human action is morally good, not because 
it is done from immediate inclination - still 
less because· it is done from self-interest 
but ]:)ecause it is done for the sake of duty. 1 

(ii) An .action done from duty has its moral worth, 
not in ·the 12.Y.EJ2ose to be attained by it,· but 
in the maxim zn accoDdance with whiCh it is 
decided upon. . · 

----------------------------·-------------------~--1 Paton, H.J., (Translated and analyse4), .:i:mmcm~al Kant a 
~undwo'rk of the Metaphysic of Morals, op.cit., p.20. 

2 l<.ant., · 1., Gro\indwork of the· Metaphysics of Morals,·· · · 
op.cit., pp.-67-68. 
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Let pS ·now turn to Kant• s concept of duty which has· 

been characterised by the .abO~e two· proposit£ons.':. Kant· seems 
·, ,. 

to ·have taken a hint from Hume Wlie'n the latter says that an 
noughtu cannot be derivea·· from u is" •. That is to ·say, a· factual 

. situatiop is not sufficient of it'seir. to. obligate an agent to' 
. --

perform a <::eXi:;ain action. There is nothing, for ·example, in.' 

the fact alone of man being in distress, whicm obl.ig~tes one to 

nelp him • unless~ .. I acknowledge the principle that I ought to 
. . ' . . . . ~ 

nelp him wh~never l can~ A ground of obligation whio~ according 

to ~n-t; contains the· i<3ea of moral necessfi:lty about the action) 

is needed., This moral obligation is cal,.led by Kant 11 duty" • 

That such moral experience of one's duty may be characte~iseq 
l . • ' . ' •, . ' . 

. . 
as phenomenolog±p~l has been pointed out by Fj Liverziani. 

L-IJn the ethics o:f''l<ant ·there is (or, at 1east1 one · 
can extract from them) a moment that can .be defined as 
phenomenological, i~e. the moment in which' Rant' highli.ghts 
the mQral fact with the particular type 9£ imperative t~at 
distinguishes it~ For Kant, indeed, the moral experience 
i$ the exper~ence o~ a voice inside ourselves that 
prescribes us something like a duty, lilte an un'conditiori.al 
and absolute duty to be discharged in a certain action or 
in refrcai~ing from ~uch a~ action. ~nt throt':YS prope,t 
light on Certain essent'ial <;haraoteristics of this duty, 
Qf ~his moral law •.. And. up to this point his reasoning 
seems, to ·me to· be substa'I'1tially good phenomena logy. 1 

• . Gener?li~, duty refers to one•, s specific d~ty, for 

example, one~ s duties as a parent,· an· employee,_ as a citizen etc:. 
•J ' 

Kcint makes an extension of·'' specific duties to a llg;eneralised duty •> 

and there:Qy he .. seeks to detach if from any idea. of ut~lity••t-
' . ' 

--------------------------------·--------------------------------
1 
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For hi~ m~ral goodness of, an action. consists in the perfoxmance 

of this gener~lis~ duty for its own sake. 

No'l .. ~, it is· clear that the concept oi duty cannot be 

derived from· mere· induct'ive eXperience. · · l:t is ggriori end 

independent of experience. : · ·It contains a sense of necessity. 

It is practical reason ana not the particular situation which 

assigns necessity to a particular course of action ana·not to 

another.. The ne-cessity as ·such is a priori· and so the moral 

necessity~ The .moral neeessity of action or moral obligation 

is based on reason and not on e~~erience. Hence, the concept of 

duty tvhich'bears a sense of necessity is$> nrior! concept of 

practictl.l re43son. 

Let us now consider Kant• s first proposition, which we 

have quqtea aPove in order· to· highlight the formalistic cti~racter 

of the notion of duty. Kant in his firs·t as well as in ·the second 

pl:'opo.sition of outy seeks to aistinguish the moral motive from 

non .... moral motives of action. 'l'hat is to say, he seeks to ht:T'ie 

a clear vietv of the moral moti'"ve vJhich makes an ac.<t morally good 

by detaChing it from non-moral motiVes. 

In order for an action to be s morally goo~. ,action, it 

is essential that it must be done from moral motive, that 1~ 

from ~ only and in such an action good itJill is manifested •. 

If an action is performsd from immediate inclination or 

self-interest. then its motive would be non~ral. Thus, for 

Kant, 11e ~a11 perform an action in one of two t-1ays : either 
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because it is obligatory or· for some other reason. The former 

i,e. the action done. as obligatory is called by Kant ''duty "'and 

the .latter i.e. the action for some.other reason is not from the 

conception of duty, 

Tllus actions have· moral wOrth only if they are done .·for 

the sake of duty and not fl:bm inclinations, desire etc;, 'l'o act 

for the sake of duty is to act rationally i.e,· such· actions are 

govemed hy reason. Thus, 11 actions done from duty must coincide 
. 1 

with acti'Ons govemed by reason", · 

Kant clearly distinguishes actions which are done for the 

sake of duty from those that are for other reasons, For SX§lmple, 

an action done from inclination to help other with the help of 

getting some benefit from them would be quite different from the 

same actions when it is done for the sake of -duty, Agairi, if a 
cl.eA!rb 

person pays~his out o'f ~ of arrest, his action though accoms 

'll'lith duty is not done for the sake of duty'!' .Likewise, benevoience 

is ·a duty but it ceases to have moral worthrif it merely pro~eeds 

from a feeling of sympathy and not soiely from duty. :But, it 

v1ould be of moral worth· if the person regaxds it his aut;.c to be 

benevolent to others.. A true example of acting for the s~ke 

of duty would be \ihen a man under grief and miserable conditions 

has no inclination to live and wants to die and yet he preserves 

life under the notion that it is his duty to preserv~ his life 

'lzhough he is not inclined to, live. This action is done purely 

1 Norman, a., The ll!cral Philosophers, p.98. 
Clarendon I?ress, Oxford, 1983. 
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from moral motive, that is,_ it is done for the sake of duty. 

Let us not-J' turn to tho second propos.ition of outy .;:!n,d 

see hovJ it COr.ltributcs 'tO't'Ja.:r:(is building Up 6. formalistic ethics. 

As we have·already note~ it states that the moral worth of an 

action does not depen~ on the results i~ produces or seeks to 

produce, but on the basis of the maxim in accordance t'll'ith ~Jhich 

it is done. It is the formal maxim acting in accordance t~ith 

'!tJhich an ac'cion can have a moral value. ..m action t"JJuld be 

morally good v~hen it is done for the sake of duty on the bl:lsis 

of a formal maxim. A good man' s maxim tvould be, u l vJill do my 

duty Nhatever my duty may be".. And it is acting on such a 

maxim, an action becomes morally good. As :Kant clarifies, nit 

will have to be determinea by the formal principle of volition 

v1hen act ion is done from duty •••• e• 
1 

I<ant • s point is tha·t the mox:al value of oo action does 

not depend en the .rasults it produces. For him, the moral 

value of ~n intention is independent of the material goodness 

of toJhat is \·l'ill(;;d·OI! It makes '1'1.0 difference 11hat is t"lilloo, so 

long as the ag~nt wills it f~m moral motive~ It does not 

matter what result is produced by an action. But what matters 

is whether it is done from the moral motive or any other motive. 

For the moral motive is the deteoninant of the will which 
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as Liverziani do~s 
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whether one can really ~peak of duty, or the moral law. 
as . ~omething. that is a~solute .in . itself, to be pursued 
solely for its own sake and for the love of it (o~ better 
and. as Kant himself prefers, for respe5 of it a for r.-re are 
here concerned. with sorn~h ing that is !far easier to respect 
.than to love). o One rnay v1ell ask whether Kant .!s not nmning 
the· risk of turning duty, the moral law or, if. you. prefer, 
a ~erta_in rationality .into an J~do+.l . 

As he hirnsel f goes on to say ·that 'there is u a tendenciy of this 

kind •• •. present 'in Kant11 ('.and) "duty and the moral law in fact 

revea~ a certain ·abso1uteries~·. 2 · we shall see how this -K~ntian 
'• 

absolutization comes under attack' f:rom Scheler. 

"Kant• s notion of, duty", .Mac.Intyre rightly holds. 

is so formal that it can be given almost any content, it 
becomes available to provide a sanction and a mot.ive for 
the spec,ific duties which. any part.icular social and 
moral tradition may propose. Because it detaches the 
notion of duty from the notions of ends, purposes, \'17ants, 
and n'eeds it suggests that, give~ a proposed cour.se of 
action, I may only aslt t;Jhether, in doing it; l can 
consistently will that it shall be universa~ly done. 
and not ask wh~t 9nds or purpose it serves. 

Now, for Kant, the lew of duty is a tmique kind of 
' ' 

imperative which 1~ unconditional, that is, what he calls "the 

Categorical Imperative'! The uniqueness of the Categorical 

1 Liverzian,4 F., "Value Ethics and Experience", 
Tymi.eniecka, (ed.), Analecta Husserli~ Vol-.:XVI, 
Qp;.cit., P• a73. . 

2 1!2.!2•, ·(our emphasis) ;. 

3 E-1aclntyre, A-., A Short History of Ethics, p-~ 198. 
R.outl edge & Kegan Paul, :.London, 196 7-. 
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Imperative lie in· thtJ.t they .are C1not, c~ditional on any purpose 

s:t all. They arc .. not of the feria, 'Do this in onier to achieve 

th t • but i l"' •. D·. o J..h;tn u~ • 1 a , ., s mp ·l ·.a: _ As Kant states. 

' . 
Act onlv on tl'1at maxim 'throu·gh which you can at the ·2 -same tim~ ~11ill that it should l;>ecome a tmive_rsal law. 

Though there are four ~oxmulations of the Categorical 

Imperative but "strictly speaking. there is only one eategorical 

Impe'rative~ • 3 
Wh-3t needs to be stressea in too present oontext 

is that the Catego~ical Irripc:rative is regarded by. t-<~nt '~ os ~ 

fo:r;mal principle. of the will anc.1 not as a material principle of 

action depending upon· empirical. aims and desires". 4 It cannot 

prescribe any "material~~ or content, that is, "Vihat on0 ought. to 

c1o in a certain situation. The formal na·ture o£ the ca·tegorical 

~mpere.tive seG!ms to be its .merit insofar as it can be appliai to 

any ration;.!l b-eing fox; not ·having .its any reference. t.o a 

particular action-situation. This means that any action tvhich. 

in a certain· situation, is right ox:. v-1ron~ would be right or 

't'Jrong foli ~ rational being whatever in ·that situation, no 

matter what his special taste, inclination o~ desire may ba. 

Schneewino brings out the matter clearly a 

l 
2 

3 

4 

Lik.e the logical .le't·J of contrad,ict.ion, 'tvhich rules out 
any proposition of the form 'p and not•p', the moral. 
law must no·t itself contain ?flY earnattelf. or contc."lt. 

Norman,. R., · 'l'he Moral Philo..§l2gl"L~E§. on. c~ •• p.l02. 

Kant, ~., Si.EUndwork of the ~letaphysic of Moral_; f.)R.ci~., p.88. 

Norm;:;Jn, R., ~.11.2-f§}LF.!}}..J!Jsopherg, ffi •. ai~.•l p.l02.· 

Actol\fA.B., Kant• s_!.1oral PhllQJ!.~ p.21. 
Macmillan &. Co.o• Lond'OP.., 19. · •. 



Nevertheless Kant thinks form without content in 
morality is as empty as he thinks it ~Jould be in 
our experience of nature.. X here must be content, 
Kant hold~ but it can only come fxom outside the 
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will ~ from desires and needs, shaped by our awareness 
of the world in which t"le live into specific urges to 
act or plans for action.l 

Thus, in the present section, we have seen that "the 

moral lat-1, like the idea of 'duty•, cannot be defineCJ by its 
2 content .. ,. 

(.iii) Fopt!alism and AJ?riorism 

We have stated that the moral law must be a formal 

1at1 and therefore, cannot have •• matter" o.J; content. Not-u 

Kant relates the formal nature of the moral law with his concept 

of apriorityi' For Kant, that ~mich is formal must be a priori! 

It follows by implication that for Kant that l:Jhich is "material'' 

must be a posteriori. 

Now, the universality and necessity is the mark of 

apriority~ As the moral law or the Categorical Imperative must 

be universal and necessary, it follo't1s that it must be a priori 

in nature. The universality and necessity can never be derivea 

from the ·sensuous experience. Only that which is non-empirical 

can claim to have universality and necessity-. And, for Kant, 

1 Schneewind, J .a·~. "Autonomy, obligation, and virtue a 
An ove.tView of Kant• s moral philosophy' in Guyer Paul (ea.), 
The cambridge_C~meanion to Kant, op,ci~.,p.318. 

2 Norman, R., The Moral Philosopher~ op. cit., p.lOO. 
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only that t'l7hich is. formal is non-ernp.irical and therc;fore, it 

must be universal and necE:lss,a:r:y~ Further, for Kant, the will 

{i~e· goqd will) carinot be mater;ally determined, because if 

it be so, then :i.t ii'JOuld mean ~hat it is determinai bY something . . ' ~ 

outside of it, that is, by desire, inclination etc. AnCi thereby, 

the will would be heteronomous; it can no longer be an autonomous 

principle., 

Thus Kant holds that moral law 'tihich is a formal lat-1 must 

'be autonotnous. Only such a lal;J must be a priori. in the sense 

that the form can in no lRJay be derived from the empirical world, 

Hence, Kant characterises the moral law as formal as well as 
' . 

a prior~~ Formalism and apriority are what constitute the 

peculier nature of the moral law or the categorical Imperative. 

Thus it seems that in Kant's ethics formality and apriority 

are placed in a fixed unity. 

(iv) Intellectualism of Kant 
-~ 

Kant has given rationality or reason the supreme place 

in his philosophy·~ In his theory of knowledge as well as in ethics, 

rationalism has a very dominating role. He talks of "thought" 

or "understanding" in his theox:y of knowla::lge, and in ethics, he 

talks of reason in its practical function or What ne calls 

;cpractical reason11 • This is what has been dubbed as 
' 1 

11 intellectualism'' by Hartmann·. 

1 Hartmann, ·N·., Ethics, oo·.c,!l·., p.171·. 



'l'he dualism of sense-perception and understanding, 

intuitio~ ·and think.in9, the. sensible and" the intell'igibi'e 
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. ' 

dominate's Kant• s \'Jhqle phile~sophy.. In his theoq of Knowledge, 
'· . we· see that Kant speaks 6£ two fac.uities, namely, 41 sensibility" 

and 11 Un:derstandinge• · from vJh.ich knowledge arises. tt is 

tO sens1bility' by 'means of· which the' 'representation of 'o[?jects 

are given to us and ··~understanding .. is the faculty by whiCh 

'tl'Je think or judge. In other \"lords, "matter• of knowledge is 

supplied by "sensibil~ty" and toe 11 forrcf' is. given by "under

standin<t' • Kant h.;ss given tne sensible. a negligible position, 

something that is of lO\<Jer valueo . ~ oonpariso~ . 11 understandin9" 

or the faculty of thought has a superior position~ He also 

identifies this contrast with what is a posterioristic and 

aprioristic. For hi~ that. whicn is a posteriori is sensible 

and that which is .,9_priori is thought or intellect." 

In his ethics also· the similar trend is quite visible •. 

Here he seeks to eradicate the u sensible'' from his theory of 

ethics as he attempts to build up his theory of ethics on a 

non-elT!Pi~i<?al, non•sen.sible and ~. pri.Ql'! plane 't"Jh~ch he calls 
II II 

11 pure ethics" or ~etaphysic of morals... J;t is Rea sop vklic;:h 
" 
plays an important role in ~is theory qf ethics~ It is reason 

in its practical (moral) use or function that guides our cho.j.ces 

i.e •. wnat ought to be done or oQght not to be done. 'l;'his 

practical reason produces a wilJI (i.e •. · good lriill) w-1hich acts in 

accordance with ~he moral.~rinciple. An action will have 

rno.J:al '1;-Jorth only if it is done in confo.r::mity vJith the law of 
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... ' 

reasQ!l.or the Ga't;;egorical Imperat1ve withou~ .~y. -~I1fluence of 

inclinations or desires• 'J;'hus it seems that Kant,. having 
• . ' ' I , , . ' ' ,. , -

g~ven t.he- reasoJ:l o17 rationality a .supreme place, does not . ~ .. . . ' ' . 

i~co.J:"po~ate~ .:Ln .hi~. ethics those hu~an emotions which are: 
' . ' . ' 

rich in mol:'al allusion, such as, loVe; kindness.. sympathy • 
. ! '. 

compassic;>n Eatc. and ~hereb:y he; ~av~s the way fo~ 11 intellectualism'. 

s ectioil.J! 

·-'rhe depth and proforindity of .Kant• s ethic;al thinking· do 

not' escape· the not'ice of the subsequent thinl~ers,~· '~png otpers. 

in recent t·imes, phenomepological thinkE:lrs hav.e al~o c3uly 

recognised some Vi tal aspects of Kantian ethics, tl)ough they 

are critical of some other(· aspeCts of his ethics.' Ha.rtmann. · 

though influenced ~Y. the phenomenologica.]. way of thinking, puts 
' ' ' 

:fo~ard some criticism against Kant • s ethics. HartmaDJl 

summariees his vieti with regard ·to kant• s ethic's in the· following 

passage s 
; ; 

. L."i.Jt was Kant who set up th~ .unj,.ty of the mor~l 1~11. . . . 
instead· of the concretE! variety of the v.i:rtues, the fo:anal · 

. prinCiple in .-_ · .:. place of. the fu~n~s~ o~ con~e.nt,_ a~d 
subjective legislation in the ·positiOn held by the

-objective es.~ence of moral .id;~as~, on acGOunt .of .tnis 
contrast,. the present-day investigation of values finds 
verY. little .. solid gro~d · u..11der .its. feet.l . · . . 

--------·--·-----------~----------------·----~--~----~---------1 Hartmann, R., Ethics ;t, Vol·~_l, p·. 204. 
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He even finds Kant as exception to the whole historical 
• ' ' • 1' • ' • • 

pe~spective, that is., the perspect=!--ye which ~e9~rds. values 
' ' ' ' ' . ' ' . ' ' . . . ' 

a~ concrete ~ priori essences, Thu$, 
I , , · , , , , , , , 1 • ~ 

·altao st all' philosophies! ethics,· although standing. 
only half·way towards the solut~on of its problem~ 
yet deserving the· name 'of ethical research, has been. 
fundamentally ~(N.· concrete ethics of values •... Kant, 
on th·e ·contrary., ano his· followers are the elf;ception · 
in the historical succession. They constitute a chasm 
~vhich separates us from the great traditions of 
antiquity and of the Middle Ages.l 

Hart~nn· who finds himself in line with the historical perspective 

has devoted a section o.f .~is ~ics fo~ a .critic;:al appraisal of 

Kant's ethics. Let us now turn to some of his opjections in this 

regard. 

First., according to· Hartmann. Kant commits a great 

mistake when he identifies UE.!Q.!i \'lith the .sub1 ective. In 

fact, though Kant has been able to rescue his ethics from 

naturalistic way of thinking, he "was unable to escape from 

the subjectivism of his age., and still sought for the determinant 

of value in a • reason• divorced from the world of common 
2 

interest$"~ 

As we have pointed out, according to Kant, ngood will", 

under the influence of practical reason, is. detel."mitlE;;d by the 

-------------------------------
1 J:bid. 

2 Hartmann., N., · !,Ehl.£21 op.ci~.. in Editor's Introduction 
(Muirhead, .;r.H.), P• s. 
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moral law., But the will is free to act contrary to the moral 

law. ~ow, accoroing to. H~~mann, receiving of the law. by the 

will fro~ beyond ,its~lf is clearly to. adopt n heteronomy;'. To 
' • ' ' ' ' . I \ • ' 

the question, nHow is the relation between the tiill and value 

to be ~derstooa ?u · Hartmann has ~he following to say, 

Value is that which fo~rnulates the co~~andrnent, the 
'mor~l law•, the thing that ought ~o be. The will is 
that for 't>Jhich the c6mmandment has validity. The good 
will therefore is "determinea" by the law, .it conforms 
itself to the law. It. therefore receives the commandment 
from beyond itself: the commandment is not its otvn. For 
in ~e.gard to the law the ~ill is indeed free to act 
contrary to it.l '· · · 

In o+der.to properly app~~cia~e _the charge of hete~~omy that 

Hartmann brings against I<ant, we 't"tOuld do well to keep in mind 

the following point of elucidation made py Cople~ton~ 

~t should he added that· while Kant sometimes speaks 
of practical reason as thou,gh it were distinct from 
will and influenced the latta~ he also sometimes 
identifies it with will. The former way of speaking 
euggests the picture of practical reason moving the 
\'1111 by means o~ the moral imperative. The latter wa.y 
of speaking shot11s tha't1 fo2 I<ant the tlill is a rational 
power, not a blind drive. -

In other \I'JOrds, Hartmann • s argument is based on the pz:emise that 

the will cannot be identified with reason and the charge of 

heteronomy of the will is directeo against Kant even though the 

latter speaks of ·the autonomy of the will on the grounds that 

C.opleston rightly attends to. Hartmann interprets Kent• s View 

-----------------------------·---------------------------------------l Hartmann, !h~ JEthics, p:g .. ..,cit .. ,p.l55'"-?n. 

2 Copleston, F., A HistoEX ·o .. £ Philo_so12IJ.L Vol.VI. p.~no. 
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as one;: in v,-mich it is the ~~~ ect wh:i~~ p~~criJ?es the law 

that dete"J:mines his will; and~· thus the will' d(3te.rrriines the 

ought. and. not vice versa~· S~,·~~~he will detertf!ines e>r qr~ates 

the valu~s, ~ot 'the values the wi.ll." • 1 Thus the "oughtn bec()mes 

subordinate to the vJill which ma.kes- ethics heteronomous. 

No~{ to proceed 1r1i th the cri.tioisin tha~ ~e~mann directs 

against Kant, the transcendental subjectivism of Kant poses 

some difficu11rY in understanding the problEm of the. will; 'I'he 

will which is supposed to be the originator of the ~rinciples 
. ' ' . ' ; . 

of morality have the freedom to follow it or not. But the 

question is ; how can the will transgress that whid& is itself 

its product 1 

Hartmann • s point against Kant may be understood in the 

following -way. Kant claimo both au'f?onomy ~ freedom for the 

will. If the 'ti>Iill is really autonomous, then it claims to be so 

only on the ground thn1; it is the originator. of its own lawsi 

If that Joe so~ hot, can: the v-.1ill transgress that it makes 

intrinsi~lly for itself ? For exarrple, the nature cannot 

vio:late· its O\vtl la,.,s, even though it may well claim to be 

autonomous with regard to its role as originator of lawso On 

the other hand, if the v.rill claims to be free on the grouna that 

it has the freedom either to confo~1 to its laws or to transgress 

1· Hartmann, :ti ., ~hies, op,cit •• p.l58;. 
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thet~ then can it really claim$ to be the originator. of laws. 

The point that Hartmann is tryip,g to~ drive home heJ:·c is tha-t: 
I 

Ka~t•s View that will i~_both.free and autonomous invel~es 

coptradicl;ion in terms~ 'r'P..us ~··/· .:}O.t .Kant11
, Hartmann: avers, 

the pure will is accepted as free, exactly in,s9.far 
as it has no other ground of aeternunation. than the 
principle which i'9heres in its own essence •. c;!onsequ~tly 
Kant • s • free' will has in truth. on the basis of these 
deteminations,. sel £-legislation· (in the strict sense, 
.. autonomy")', · but has no freedom in the proper sense of · 
~he ~rord •. It is. subject to the autonomous principles 1 of its.essence exactly as nature is subject to natural law. 

Thus in Kant•s ethic~ the will can be free only by ceasing to 

be a.\,ltonomou$. Hartma~ therefore, concludes that 

transcendental subjectivism is not only not required 
by the doctrine of the freedo~ of the \'"lill, but stands 
directly in opposition ·to it.· . ""'•w .... w • ......,~.-. 

Jfu.rther, 'Hartmann points out that the pastulation of the 

disjunction : either the moral law originates from the external 

world or it issues from the subject i~e. fDDm reason has vitiated 

Kant • s theocy of knot-Jl edge as well as his theory of morals. 

~ant's distinction of the origin of moral law from the natural 

fact is appreciated by Hartmann. But from this, Hartmann points 
·. 

out, it does not follow that it issues fDDm human reason. 

Hartmann's own vi.e\'11 is that the fact of morality i.e. the values, 

not the moral law, originates from an ideal sphere of 
. '. . 

self-subsistent nature which is discovered J! prio,!j. 

1 Ibid., p.159. --
2 l£!2.,p.160 (our emphasis). 
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:t.et us ·turn ·to Hartrnann• s second point criticism of 

Kant• s eth.icD.. As 'Vie have already stated ·t11o,1.t the mor<:ll 1a~1 

or the· C~t.egor.icel Imperative is only. a fo.mnal law of action. 

that is, it c.§mnot pre-scrib:? ·the content; ..., t:Jbat or1e qught to 

do in certain situation •. And this formal law if3 ~ ..... prio~;. 

that is~ it is no·t derived from the errl9irical e.xperiencG of 

human action, Hartm-'lnn strongly objects to l{ant • s identification 

of the .§...J2£J....Q.E1 with thG formal. According to »iuztmann, it is 

:Cor ide~Yi: ifying the n priori 1.'\lith the formal that Kant • s moral 

latv fails to prescribe l"1hat one ought to do in a particular 

circumstance. It lacks 6~materiale~ and cannot give any aefinite 

end to the will but only a form and a~ a result the will cannot 

function. Hartmann goes so far as to say t.ha-t 

An imperative which did not command anything as to the 
content would be empt~ therefore in reality not an 
i~era·tive at a1J..l 

Hartmann observes that it is the long-standing prejudice 

in favour of form which dominates not· ~nly Kant's ethics but 

also the whole of his philosophY•· Hartmann recognises that 

laws, comman(lments and categories are universal as compared 

with the instances for which they hold good and in this sense 

they arG.formal. But this does not mean that it must be 

~ .... E.E,iori. It is possible to have principles l:Jhich have content 

and thct they con be ~ priori as all principles o.NJ-.. known .$ prio,!!. 
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To put the matter more clearly, Hartmann's point is 

that the moral law can have a matter without losing its 

apriorical character. And therefore, the pairs "formal-material" 

has nothing to do at all with the pair 11 a priori .... a posteriari''. 

Because, for him, that which is .!..12£12.E: is not necessarily 

formal, and that which is a posteriori is agt necessarily 

material. Hartmann readily acknowledges his agreement with 

Scheler on this point. 

In spite of the criticism of Kant 1 s ethics, Hartmann 

appreciates Kant• s rejection of empirical ethics and "of all 

prescribing of specific ends which can arise only upon the ground 
1 of empirically given situations". 

To turn now to the third point of criticism. we find 

here that Hartmann is opposed to what he calls Kant's 

11 1ntellectualism". Hartmann criticises Kant 1 s advocacy of the 

dichotomy between the sensible and the intelligible which equally 

reigns·in his theory of knowledge as well as in his ethics. 

since, reason is held to be in a superior position, particularly 

in ethics. For Kant, (i) that which is a priorA:- is rational 

and (ii) that which is ~osterieri is sensuous. 

Let us the latter first. For Kant, every empirical 

determination of the will is a determination by the sensibl~ 

that is, by the pleasure or pain. ButJ in fact, Hartmann points 
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out, the 'l.i7il1 is never determined by the sensible, that is, by 
' ' ' 

pleasure or pain but by the desired objects. We desire not 

for pleasure but the obj eat which is. the bearer C?f value. It 

is true that pleasure is derived from the desired object. ~Jhen 

it is realised, but for this, pleasure itself is not the object 

of desire. 

As for the (ii), i.e. that t-ihich is a ori2.£!. is rational, 

Hartmann claims that 11 t171th Kant the intellectualism of the 

1 aprioristic is almost a settled principle" in his philosophy. 

In ethics, Kant 1 s Categorical Imperative is a la\..r of reason11 

and it also reveals ~~hat Hartmann calls "intellectualism" • But, 

for Kant, the ethical a priori must be rational a Eriori and can 

be expressed in judgements. This is the §priority of the 

categorical Imperative. Kant cannot · conceive of the a priori 

that is not rational, that is, emotiona,l. :Because, li'Jhat is 

emotional is inferior to what is rational. For Hartma~ on 

the other hand, 

Every moral oreference is intuitive, is immediately 
there and is-always contained in the g~asping of a 
given-circumstance (whether it be a situat+on or a finished 
course of conduct). It does no~ first wait for a 
judgement of the understanding. 

Thus Hartmann argues that acts of preferences are emotional acts 

and u2~ intellectual. The emotional act is equally ~ognitiY! 

l ~.,p.174. 

2 Ibid., p.l76. --
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like ·chc rationc::1l act. for him, valuational a prior; is not 

rat ionnl but emotional unlike );hat of Kant • s v ie"t"s as "'co th® 

identification of !.L.R~.4: t~ith the. rational·• 

Section C. ... ._ ....... 

Scheler• s Critique of l<ant • s._l~thics 

Max Schele~• s writings shoirJ a distinct prooccupation 

vJith Kant• s ethical views ev~:n if fo~ the purpose of refuting 

and criticising se~1eral of its points~·· There .is a reat·.raltened 

interest in this aspect of scheler•s thrust. Reviewing one 
1 . ' 

such recent book· Fran cis Dunlop, the rev ie't1er ackno"!:11ledges 

such an intellectual dispo:sition when he xem<Brlts_. 

s cheler shared far more l:~ith Kant than has usually 
been recognised and a good Qleal of the book is taken 
up tvith a preliminary discussion of Kant • s ethic::al 
transcendentalism.2 

Scheler undertakes s thoxough examination of Kant's 

formal apriorism end some specific doctrines of the ,Pritiqu6 o£ 

P~actical Remson in his·~rmalism L~ Ethics and Non-formal Ethi£§ 

of Val~.- In the follotvinlg, we shall present some of the 

main critical points made by Scheler with z:egard to Kant's 

formal-aprioristic ethics. 

1 :Perrin, R., ~J.LSCh~er_~!LC~E,!:.,..S?!,_~he_~£!LL~~EthiC.§ 
2!._!iumanis,m, Macmi~lan Academic and :Professional Ltd •• 
L.o.ndon, 1991. 

2 Joumal of the British society for Phenomenology, Vol. 24, 
---No •. 2, May,. 1993;P-193., .. 
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To begi~ it may be noted that sch~ler•s.criticism 

of Kant • s, ethics, as he himself says in his ~~ Int,roductory. 

Remarks" to his Foxmalism in Ethic~ is not 11 intemal criticisnt• 
~ ... g.;:,.-·· '·. 

but one of external criticism made from the point of view of 

phenomenology. Scheler• s. concern is avot\]edly not 11 historical,. 
' ' 

Kant", but the formal ethics as such of which Kant's ethics is 

only an example. 

Sche:J.er sums up the. propp~itions of I<antian eth.ice 

\oJhich he believes to be erroneous in his 11 Introductox:y Remarks .. 

to his book Formalism in Ethics whi~ may be briefly stated. here. 

Every non-fo:x:mal ethics, .we are told, must .nece~sarily be 

(i) ethics of goods and purposes, (i~ empirica~ inductive 

and aprioristic, (iii) responsive to the conseq\,l.ences, ano so 

(iv) hedonistic in nature. 

Now, according to Scheler,· Kant is q;uite right in 

rejecting all ethics that are based on induc:tive experience•· 

For Scheler, all experience of good things and bad things 

presuppose the comprehension of. wh~t good and evil are.·- 'I'hus 

s cheler recognises the .5!Prioritx of values. But, qccorqing to 

him, Kant_, cannot ansvJer the question as to ~ the ethical 

,!t.Pri.2£.! can be known. Kant does not put fort>Jard any criteria 

to distinguish bet1.'11een a ~ fact of pure reason" and a psychological 
' . 

fact. Intuitive sight which eJmibits the fact of intuitive 

content is unknown to Kant.· 'iF6r this reason", Schele.r 
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concludes~ 11 Kant • s procedure in ethics acquires s purely 
. . 1 

constructivistic charactet'" It is Schelex• s viel:J that only 

non-formal ethics is bnsed on genu~e fact~ or what he calls , 

•~value-factsu as epposoo to arbitrary construction. 

. . 
Further, for Scheler, t,'Jth<!l id~:mtification of the 

•a prio~i· 'l.vith the 'formal' is fundamental error of Kant•·s 
' 2 

doctrine,. tif· · Acco:rding to Scheler1 apriority means an ideal 

unit of meaning l.thich is self-given by t-vay of intuitive insight. 

I~ is a kind of ~~· Values as content are ~m· ~d 

so, that which is J._:t~elf a content can~ be formal. But, for 

Kant, moral values ~ formal. In short, Scheler accuses Kant 

of identifying il.,pr!ori, tihich .is. contentful, with the formal. 

~ implies, according to Scheler, another closely 

connected error, namely, Kant • s identification of th0 

non-formal t"Jith the sensible con·tent and £ :erion l:'Jith thought. 

On Kantian scheme, one asks n'!rJhat can be given?" instead of .. what 

is given•a. implying that something beyond the sensory functions 

cannot be given to our experiencee Here, in this que,stion, 

11 What is given:r", our attention should be directed to ~ ana 

not to other sensible contents. Thus Scheler says, 

I! is only in th! direction of the intentional act, .spart 
lheransgelosten=/ from tbe person, the ego, and totality 
of the \iOrld in which we are seeing, that we observe and 
see the ~ and ho1..; it appears ... ~ 

------------------------------------------------·-----1 &cheler,M., !2~ism in Ethics, QF?.c;~.,;p.47. · 

2 Ibid., P• s..:;. -
3 }bid., p., 55. 
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"J!lo less erroneous1
G, Scheler further points out, 11 is 

the identification of the • a. p.riori1t with the ,('rational~ 

(or .thought~), which corresponds to' the identification of the 

fno~:formalt · w'ith th~ •sensdlbl,efl (.·as w~ll as the a posterioriu. 1 

. . ' -

This identification of the a prior.4 ·with the rational, according 

to Sche,J.er, is very detrimental to ethic$. What leads Kant to 

identify apriority with the rational is the longstanding prejudice, 

namely, the division of sensibility and reason., According to this 

division, what ~e assign to sensibility is~ rational - that is 

not ordc:!;, law and the lil~e. Everything "alogica111 e~cj., intuition, 

feeling1 loving, hating is dependent on man• s psychophysical 

organisations and thereforo n·sensibla". Kant is not an exception 

to this belie£. In ethic~ he is firm on the position that all 

feeling~ even love and hate, basically belong to the sensible 

sphere and thus he excludes them from ethics. Because he cannot 

assign them to "reason". Kant assumes that man • s ~ncldnations 
- ~ 

are in a state of complete chaos and it is only a will based on 

reason or "tihat he calls upractical_EeasOJ.t which bestO"t'iS some 

significant structure upon this chaotic state. $cheler holds, on 

the contrary, that there is an eternal and absolute 11 lawfulness 

of feeling"·, loving and hating \,hich are as absolute as that of 

pure logic. The absoluteness of feeling, loving, hating etc,. is 

not reducible to the absoluteness of pure logic. 'l'hus, for 

Scheler, it is only with the dismissal of the division of 

sensibility and reason that the "a priori non-formal11 ethics 

1 Ibid., P• 70. -
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emerges~ Scheler recognises a non-formal a priori or t-Ihat he 

calls ~'emotional apriorism'1 ·· as a o~finite nec<:"lssity fr;>f" any 
' ' . . . . 

. ethics~ ~·ll'lich clism~sses. the-·Kantian identification of a prio£! 

with the rational. 

Thus values, for Scheler, ara non-formal a: priori \l';hich 

are given to value ... intuition and not to reason:. . Scheler accuses -
Kant of deriving. ~'the a priori from the function of willing 

instead of from the content o~ moral co$J:i t:i.o!!* ·as it occurs 

in fee1in94' pr~:ferJ;ing, lov;lng and hating"~ 1 

Scheler also main"cains that Kant-• s notion of· general 

Validity of moral jUOgements iS not Connected i.-lith G~ essentiality" 

and has nothing to do with a priori• Kant re~ero to all 

connections of the -.ought to be" to the necessity of ought 

instead of to JLE}'io:ri insj.SJ!'l-t in the context: of the values. 

n'.l:hus, only what ~ CBk'l become •auty~ ~ or it is because 

it is good (in the ideal sense) that .. it nece$sax-ily • ought • to 

be~0 • 2 For Scheler, it is the .,insigQ$ into the ~~ 
structure of values which gives nnecessity'' to the ought. 

~--------------~·-----------------
1 .!!2!2•, P• 70. 


